CANDIDATES AND ISSUES STILL IN DOUBT: Open Question for Conventions—But Wood for Republicans and McAdoo for Democrats Now Seem to Have Best Chances

P

ROVIDING already decided fighting the election between the candidates, the Republican and Democratic parties will be unable to unite in their support for any one of the two leaders. The primary reason for this is the uncertainty of the outcome of the nomination. The Democrats are split down the middle, with Wood and La Follette, the two candidates for the party's nomination, vying for the support of the delegates. The Republicans, on the other hand, are divided between Wood and Johnson, with Wood having the upper hand in the race for the nomination.

Wood's popularity among the delegates has been increasing as the convention approaches, due to his strong stand on issues such as tariff reform and farm relief. Johnson, on the other hand, has been gaining support, but his popularity has been overshadowed by Wood's. Despite this, Johnson has continued to campaign vigorously, hoping to sway the delegates to his side.

The delegates to the convention are expected to be evenly divided between the two candidates, with neither having a clear path to the nomination. The result is likely to be a compromise candidate, who will have to be chosen by the delegates in order to satisfy both Wood and Johnson. This situation has left the delegates in a quandary, with few clear choices available.

The outcome of the convention is likely to be decided by the delegates' ability to find a compromise candidate who can appeal to both Wood and Johnson. If such a candidate can be found, the convention will likely result in a split ticket, with the Republicans supporting Wood and the Democrats supporting Johnson. If a compromise candidate cannot be found, the convention may result in a deadlock, with the delegates unable to agree on a single candidate.

The future of the Republican and Democratic parties will depend on the outcome of the convention. If Wood is nominated for the presidency, the Republicans will likely face a difficult battle in the general election, with the Democrats likely to benefit from the divided Republican party. If Johnson is nominated, the Democratic party will be split, with Wood likely to benefit from the divided Democratic party.

In conclusion, the convention is likely to result in a compromise candidate, who will have to be chosen by the delegates in order to satisfy both Wood and Johnson. The outcome of the convention will depend on the delegates' ability to find a compromise candidate who can appeal to both Wood and Johnson. If such a candidate can be found, the convention will likely result in a split ticket, with the Republicans supporting Wood and the Democrats supporting Johnson. If a compromise candidate cannot be found, the convention may result in a deadlock, with the delegates unable to agree on a single candidate.